Organization of the early region of bacteriophage phi 80. Genes and proteins.
An EcoRI segment containing the early region of bacteriophage phi 80 DNA that controls immunity and lytic growth was identified as a segment whose presence on a plasmid prevented growth of infecting phi 80cI phage. The nucleotide sequence of the segment (EcoRI-F) and adjacent regions was determined. Based on the positions of amber mutations and the sizes of some gene products, the reading frames for five genes were identified. From the relative locations of these genes in the genome, the properties of some isolated gene products, and the analysis of the structures of predicted proteins, the following phi 80 to lambda analogies are deduced: genes cI and cII to their lambda namesakes; gene 30 to cro; gene 15 to O; and gene 14 to P. An amber mutation by which gene 16 was defined is a nonsense mutation in the frame for gene 15 protein, excluding the presence of gene 16. An amber mutation in gene 14 or 15 inhibits phage DNA synthesis, as is the case with their lambda analogues, gene O or P. Some characteristics of proteins from the early region predicted from their primary structures and their possible functions are discussed.